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An ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) system with power up to 6.0 MW and a lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) system up to 4 MW have been applied for heating and current drive experiments in Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokomak (EAST). Significant progress has been made with ICRF heating and LHCD for realizing the H-mode plasma operation in EAST. During 2010 and 2012 experimental campaigns, ICRF heating experiments were carried out at the fixed frequency of 27 MHz, achieving effective ions and electrons heating with the H minority heating (H-MH) mode. The H-MH mode produced good plasma performance, and realized H-mode using ICRF power alone in 2012. In 2010, H-modes were generated and sustained by LHCD alone, where lithium coating and gas puffing near the mouth of the LH launcher were applied to improve the LHCD power coupling and penetration into the core plasmas of H-modes. In 2012, the combination of LHCD and ICRH power extended the H-mode duration up to over 30 s. H-modes with various types of edge localized modes (ELMs) have been achieved with H_{ppm8}(y, 2) ranging from 0.7 to over unity. A brief overview of LHCD and ICRF Heating experiment and their application in achieving H-mode operation during these two campaigns will be presented. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4884356]

I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokomak (EAST) is a full superconducting device with an advanced configuration in the world, starting operation in 2006. Its purpose is to establish the scientific and technological basis for the next generation of tokomak reactors. The design parameters of the EAST device are toroidal field B_{T} = 3.5 T, plasma current I_{p} = 1 MA, major radius R = 1.7–1.9 m, minor radius a = 0.4–0.45 m, triangularity δ = 0.4–0.7, and elongation κ = 0.2–2 for Single-Null (SN) and Double Null (DN) divertor operations.

At the initial operation phase, 2.0 MW at 2.45 GHz (Refs. 6 and 7) and 1.5 MW ICRF system were equipped. These systems have been recently upgraded to 4.0 MW and 6.0 MW, respectively. The LHCD launcher and the protection limiters have been modified to better match the plasma boundary shape. Such an LHCD system can deliver a continuous-wave power of 4.0 MW at the frequency of 2.45 GHz. Four 1.5 MW ICRF transmitters in the frequency range of 25–70 MHz were operating in the 2012 experimental campaigns. Two of them powered the I-port antenna and the other two powered the B-port antenna. The Faraday shields of the B-port antennas have been coated with B_{2}C. With the enhanced heating and current-drive capabilities, EAST achieved reproducible steady-state H-mode plasmas lasting longer than 30 s under a strongly lithium-coated wall condition in the 2012 experimental campaign.

H-mode in EAST was first achieved with LHCD alone in 2010 autumn experimental campaign. The first H-mode with type-III edge localized modes (ELMs) at an H factor of H_{ppm8}(y, 2) = 0.8 ± 0.2 was obtained at a power level close to the threshold power (~1 MW), predicted by the international tokamak scaling. The reduced recycling by extensive lithium (Li) wall coating was thought to be the key factor to access the H-mode at this power level, together with the good LHCD efficiency expected in such regimes due to good wave penetration and reduced effect of parametric instabilities (PI). In the 2010 autumn campaign, H-mode plasmas by ICRF heating were only accessed together with LH power due to the low ICRF power absorption. In the 2012 campaign, H mode plasmas were achieved by ICRF power alone. These H-modes had type-III edge localized modes (ELMs) and confinement factor H_{ppm8}(y, 2) ~ 0.7 ± 0.1. New features of H-mode plasmas have been reliably generated by the combination of LHCD and ICRF power. Furthermore, the H-mode duration has been extended from 6.4 s in 2010 to >30 s in 2012. These H-modes, with approximately several tens of the current...
diffusion time, are the longest H-mode plasmas in a small-ELM regime in the world. The H-mode discharge shown in Fig. 30 of Refs. 13 and 14 has been achieved by combined LHCD and ICRH input power of ~2.5 MW with small ELMs and $H_{\text{IPB98}}(y, 2) \sim 0.8 \pm 0.1$.

II. OVERVIEW OF ICRF HEATING EXPERIMENTS IN D (H) PLASMAS

The performance of ICRF heating has progressed steadily in EAST.\textsuperscript{15,16} This is mainly because lithium wall conditioning has been routinely used to reduce both impurity and hydrogen recycling, which helps improve the ICRF power absorption.\textsuperscript{15,17} In the 2010 campaign, the lowest hydrogen concentration was ~7% with lithium coating. An example of H minority heating is shown in Fig. 1, where 1.0 MW of ICRF power at 27 MHz was injected from the O and I port two strap antennas into a discharge of $B_{\phi} = 2.0$ T and $I_p = 500$ kA. One can clearly see that electron density dropped by about 20% after the ICRF power was applied.\textsuperscript{16} The electron temperature was increased by more than 1.0 keV. The stored energy has an increase of 30 kJ.

In the 2012 spring campaign, EAST capabilities had been greatly improved. Graphite tiles on the low heat load area were replaced by molybdenum, except for the divertor regions. This modification together with intensive Li wall coating allowed us to reduce hydrogen concentration in deuterium plasma further, from previous ~10% to ~3%, which allowed more effective ICRF H-minority heating. The heating performance was found to depend on the magnetic field as shown in Fig. 2, where the increment of stored plasma energy due to the ICRF pulse is plotted versus magnetic field strength. For the data shown in the figure, the ICRF power was less than 1.8 MW with the frequency fixed at 27.0 MHz in L-mode plasma. The best results for H-MH mode were obtained at a magnetic field of 1.95 T, and the increase of the stored energy reached 23 kJ using ICRF alone. As shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 16, at the optimum magnetic field, the resonance layer of Hydrogen is located near the plasma center.

An example of ICRF heated discharge at $B_{\phi} = 1.96$ T and $I_p = 500$ kA and hydrogen concentration is about 3% is shown in Fig. 3 where the B and I port antennas were operated in (0, π) phasing and RF frequency was 27 MHz. Both ions and electrons heating were observed in the H-minority heating scheme in the deuterium majority plasma. The neutron rate and stored energy were increased when ICRF power was switched on. A significant rise of central ions and electrons temperature measured by X-ray crystal spectrometer was observed. The sawtooth period also increases with the addition of ICRF power (as shown in Fig. 4). As can be seen in Ref. 18, this could be partly due to the stabilization effect from the high-energy populations of H ions created by the H minority heating.

III. OPTIMIZATION OF LHCD IN EAST

Lower hybrid current drive (LHCD)\textsuperscript{19,20} plays a key role in controlling current profile in tokamak experiments aimed at achieving important goals relevant to fusion plasma. LHW-plasma coupling depends strongly on the density at the mouth of the grill. Experiments have been performed to optimize the coupling of the LHW power to the plasma. The experiments were carried out through a scan of
the gap between the last closed flux surface (LCFS) and the mouth of the LHCD launcher. In order to improve LHW-plasma coupling, two gas pipes covering the total grill in the poloidal direction have been installed near the LHW antenna in EAST. The toroidal angle between the grill and the pipes are about 33°. Effective coupling for LHW and relevant questions mentioned in Ref. 21 have been further studied in EAST after the recent upgrade. By optimizing the shape of the LH grill, the misalignment of between poloidal limiter and the LH grill has been nearly eliminated and the coupling of LHW has improved. But the coupling deteriorates as the transition of L-H occurs due to the steep gradient density profile in H-mode, which lowers the density at the grill mouth. Fortunately, gas puffing near the LH grill can reverse the local density depletion.

Experiments of gas puffing from the electron-side and the ion-side on LHW-plasma interaction were first performed in EAST. The results suggest that gas puffing from the electron-side is more efficient for improving LHW-plasma coupling. As shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the electron density at the last closed flux surface (LCFS) and the reflection coefficients (RCs) are plotted vs. different gas flow rate.

However, the local edge density during ICRF power can be reduced further. Such ICRF modifications are stronger at higher ICRF power operations. RF sheaths can play some role in affecting the local edge density. The changes in LHW coupling associated with different ICRF antennas have been explored. In some cases, the coupling on the lower rows of the LH grill was seen to be affected, possibly due to magnetic connection between ICRF antennas and the LH grill. To reduce the ICRF effect, the ICRF antennas at the O-port will be moved from the O-port to the B-port in the 2012 experimental campaign.

High density is a challenge to the LHCD experiments in H-mode discharges. In high density plasmas, lower hybrid (LH) waves have been observed to dissipate the power in the plasma periphery and degrade the LHCD efficiency. Recent high density experiments on FTU have shown that LH wave’s efficiency is recovered and measured spectral broadening of launched wave reduced, by increasing peripheral temperature as expected by the theory that predicts a reduced effect of parametric instability. Different mechanisms can concur in preventing LH wave penetration at high density, for example, collisional absorption (CA), scattering from density fluctuations (SDF), and so on. The broadening of the LH power spectra vs. the parallel refractive index N//, produced by PI, results in spurious LH power absorption at the edge, via Landau damping. The relevant experiments performed in EAST indicated that the effect of current drive with gas puffing is much better with strong lithium coating than that with poor lithium coating. This observation is consistent with the previous studies that lithium coating is beneficial to increase CD efficiency at high density, due to the low recycling and high edge temperature in the lithium condition. At similar lithium coating, the current drive effect with supersonic molecular beam injection (SMBI) is worse than that with gas puffing. The mechanism for this observation is unclear. A possible explanation is that the SMBI experiments produce higher SDF due to the larger density fluctuation in the edge region (Fig. 6). In addition, in the SMBI case, a relative high neutral deuterium
radiation is observed.\textsuperscript{22} This may result in high density in the edge (Fig. 7), leading to the low CD effect possibly due to PDI or CA. As shown in Fig. 8, a lower temperature may occur at a higher deuterium radiation, hence being more subject to PDI behavior. This is in good agreement with the relationship between deuterium radiation and CD efficiency.

Wave accessibility and PDI have been suggested as possible explanations for the density limits observed on previous LHCD experiments.\textsuperscript{26,32,33} PDI induced by LH wave power injection is a four wave coupling process. The wavenumber of the daughter LH wave may upshift substantially, thereby reducing the current drive efficiency. Since the magnetic toroidal field and the LHW spectrum are fixed in the experiments, the discrepancy in sharp decay of bremsstrahlung emission is not due to wave accessibility. In addition, the dependences of CD effect on density are nearly consistent with the frequency of ion-cyclotron (IC) sideband [Fig. 9], measured by a RF loop antenna located outside the machine, implying the sharp decay of HXR counts observed in high density LHCD experiments is correlated with PDI.\textsuperscript{32} As described in Refs. 34 and 35, n, Nonlinear interactions involving the overall spectra of the launched and noise LH waves at the plasma edge play an important role in determining the power absorption of the RF power externally launched in tokamak plasmas. In addition, higher convective losses occur due to the bigger shifts in frequency and N// of the sidebands.\textsuperscript{31}

Comparing the experimental data for different current and magnetic field, experiments also show that CD effect is better in higher plasma current or higher toroidal magnetic field, in agreement with studies in Tore-Supra. This is because high plasma current is favorable to increase temperature, hence improving CD efficiency. The effect of magnetic field on efficiency is mainly ascribed to wave accessibility condition. By further comparing the HXR counts in L- and H-mode, it appears that at the same density, the CD efficiency in H-mode is larger than that in L-mode, indicating profile dependence or edge dependence in CD efficiency.

IV. APPLICATION OF LHCD AND ICRF HEATING IN H MODE EXPERIMENTS

With H minority heating mode in D(H) plasma, for the first time, ICRF heated H mode have been reproducibly achieved with injected RF power of \( \sim 1.7 \) MW launched by the B- and I-port antennas. The H-mode shown in Fig. 10 started with a short ELM-free period, lasting \( \sim 500 \) ms, followed by type III ELMs (Figure 9(a)). The ELM frequency varies from 200 Hz to 500 Hz (Figure 4(b) of Ref. 11). Confinement times for the H-mode discharges were in the range of 110 ms to 150 ms for 1.7 MW of total heating power at 500 kA. The H factor, \( H_{98IPB}(y,2) \), for the L mode plasma just before the transitions was about 0.5 and then it rose up to 0.7 \( \pm 0.1 \).

As shown in Fig. 11, the first ELMy H-mode plasma with type-III edge localized modes at an H factor of \( H_{98IPB}(y,2) \sim 1 \) were obtained with only 1 MW of LHW power in 2010 experimental campaign. To access H-mode
at this power level, extensive Li wall coating by evaporation and Li powder injection were found necessary. With increasing accumulation of deposited Li, the H-mode duration was gradually extended up to 3.6 s. The threshold power for H-mode access follows the international tokamak scaling.

H-mode experiments have been performed in EAST to identify different regimes of H-mode operation and different ELMy characteristics. As discussed in Ref. 10, the lithium injection plays a very important role in triggering the L-H transition. Every day before experimental operation, Lithium were evaporated for 1–2 h using two ovens at toroidally symmetric midplane positions. The application of Li significantly suppressed oxygen impurities but had little effect on carbon. The H/(D+H) ratio, however, was progressively reduced up to ~3% in deuterium plasmas. Considering isotope scaling, the lower H/(D+H) ratio could help us to reduce the power threshold. In the 2010 experimental campaign, the H mode obtained were mostly type-III ELMs H mode. In the 2012 experimental campaign, the improved capabilities have enabled study of new features of H-mode physics in RF dominated regimes. EAST has achieved H modes with different type ELMs, as described in the following:

a) By increasing ICRF heating power in LHW driven plasmas, steady-state ELMy H-modes with mixed type-I and small ELMs were achieved as shown in Fig. 12. This H-mode regime was obtained at low density \( n_e / n_G \sim 0.46 \) by applying 1.2 MW LHCD and 1.6 MW ICRF in LSN configuration with lower triangularity \( \delta \sim 0.48 \). The H-mode operation appeared to be more stable with LSN configuration. It could be due to the strong particle control provided by the internal cryogenic pump beneath the lower outer divertor plate.

b) By reducing plasma density at \( I_p \sim 0.3 \text{ MA} \) and increasing ICRF heating power, type-I ELMy dominated H modes with good confinement, i.e., \( H_{IPB98}(y,2) \sim 1 \), were achieved. Fig. 13 shows such a typical H-mode discharge

FIG. 10. An example of ICRF heated H mode from the 2012 campaign with 1.7 MW of ICRF power injected from the B- and I- port antennas.

FIG. 11. An example of LHCD H mode from the 2010 campaign with 1.0 MW of LHW power.

FIG. 12. Stationary H-mode with mixed type-I and small ELMs.

FIG. 13. Type-I ELMy H mode with \( H_{IPB98}(y,2) \sim 1 \).
with the central-line-averaged density at $n_e/n_G \approx 0.4$ during the H-mode period. Type-I ELMs have been observed to produce substantial loss, up to ~10%, of the plasma-stored energy.

c) By increasing the density to $n_e/n_G \approx 0.62$, an enhanced Da H-mode regime was obtained with LSN configuration and lower triangularity $\delta \approx 0.43$. The regime was characterized by two coherent modes at the plasma edge with frequency $\approx 30$ kHz and $\approx 200$ kHz, together with enhanced Da emission and small ELMs, as shown in Fig. 14.

V. SUMMARY AND NEAR FUTURE PLAN

In summary, significant progress has been made on EAST toward long-pulse high-performance operation. EAST is now undertaking an extensive upgrade for high-power and longer-pulse operation. Fig. 15 shows the arrangement of the upgraded auxiliary heating systems on EAST. After completing this upgrade, EAST will be equipped with more than 30 MW CW H&CD power and ITER-like W mono-block divertor. These new capabilities will make EAST a unique facility to address some critical issues related to steady-state H-mode physics in RF dominated regimes under ITER relevant conditions in the near future.
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